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No Way Back Chapter 301-Once the device touched the target, it would automatically 
swim into the other party’s skin. 

The hidden microphone couldn’t be found on clothes As a hacker, Jane liked to 
constantly improve and better her hidden microphones. It was one of her hobbies. 

After the manufacturing was successful, Jane gave Andy the instructions and asked 
Andy to produce some. 

The technology required was secondary. It was the parts that were hard to find. Even 
Andy did not have many of them. 

This hidden microphone that Jane made passed the security of the Darknet’s number 
one assassin organization, Blood Night Palace. 

Even the Blood Night Palace’s inspection machine could not detect this nanobot. 

However, it would be a different story if it was to undergo the highest level of scanning 
security in the country. 

In Crucsia, there was only one such security machine. 

The cost of building this kind of machine was high. It was worth more than hundreds of 
millions of dollars! 

It was the fruit of the hard work of countless scientists and rare electronic materials. 

If Jane’s stalker was someone with access to this kind of machine, and he wanted Jane 
dead, Jane would be really flattered. 

From the sound of the hidden microphone, it was obvious that the other party was 
searching his body for any abnormalities when he was tidying his clothes. 

In the end, the stalker didn’t find anything. 

Jane left the restroom and met up with Andy and Lila according to the location sent by 
Andy. 

Andy smiled. “Is it done?” 

“Yes, it’s done.” 

Jane pointed to her wireless earpiece. 



Lila pouted. “What are you guys talking about here?” 

Jane rubbed Lila’s head “I said you’re beautiful.” 

“Hmph. Don’t think that you can fool me just because you flatter me! Ah, it feels so nice. 
Don’t stop.” Night fell. 

After playing for a day, Lila was tired and went back to the hotel to take a shower. 

Only Jane and Andy were left. 

They borrowed the conference room in the hotel, locked the door, and hacked the 
surveillance camera. 

When they left the amusement park today, it was already 5 in the afternoon. 

The stalker did not continue to follow Jane. Jane turned around in her Chevrolet and 
left. 

Jane had been listening to the other party’s every move through her earpiece. 

Jane did not receive any additional information. 

According to the location of the hidden microphone, Jane found out the current location 
of the person following her. 

Andy tapped the location displayed on the computer screen “He’s staying in an illegal 
hotel in the Third District: The kind of hotel that doesn’t need an ID to register.” 

“It’s similar to what we guessed beforehand. The strange thing is since he’s been with 
me for a day, why didn’t he report to the person who issued the mission?” 

“He probably hasn’t found anything important from you yet. Maybe there’s no need to 
report it?” 

While Andy and Jane speculated, Jane hacked into the surveillance of the target 
location through hacking software. 

*There are no surveillance cameras in the room. The only surveillance camera we can 
find gets the window of the room. We can’t see anyone at all.” 

“Our current advantage is that the other party didn’t discover the mechanical bug hidden 
microphone that I implanted.” 

Jane pursed her lips. “We have to find a chance to get into his room and install a hidden 
camera. And we can not be discovered!” 



“Leave this matter to me. Rheinsville is my territory. I have plenty of candidates.” 

“I’m counting on you, Andy.” 

Jane had just finished speaking. 

Suddenly, Jane heard a faint cracking sound. 

The voice was magnified by Jane’s laptop. 

Andy frowned. “What’s that sound? Morse Code? It doesn’t sound like…” 

“It’s a report rune created by them based on the Morse Code,” 

Jane recorded this voice and threw it into her self-created search database. 

Due to the recognition of Hunter and Hayden, Jane now had the access to the highest-
leveled database of Crucsia. 

Jane used both databases to search for the source of this audio. 

“It seems that the person who’s targeting you this time is not to be underestimated. He 
even used such a secretive method to report his work 

“What a *****.” 

Anyone who had their eyes on the Queen of the Darknet was destined to be a fly in a 
spider web. They would be completely entangled by the spider silk when they least 
expect it. 

There was no way to escape. 

The only thing Jane was afraid of was that her identity as the Darknet Queen would be 
exposed. 

However, Jane had now officially joined the Bureau of Internet Information and 
Technology Security of Crucsia. 

It was obvious that Jane had an official identity and protection from the country. 

It was safer than Jane fighting alone in the past. 

Soon. 

Jane’s database search came to a conclusion. 



When she saw the results, Jane could not help but narrow her eyes, emitting a 
dangerous aura. 

“This is the Darknet’s fifth-ranked assassin organization, SKIN?” 

“Janie, could it be that someone in the Darknet really discovered your true identity and 
sent SKIN to hunt you down?” 

“There’s still too little information at the moment, so it’s hard to judge. However, the 
other party really looks down on me too much. They know my true identity and only sent 
a fifth-ranked assassin organization to kill me.” 

Jane sneered. 

Jane was too low-key in the Darknet. 

How could any Tom, Dick, or Harry kill Jane so easily? 

“Andy, do me a favor.” 

“I know. It’s about Lila’s safety, right? Don’t worry, I’ll take care of it.” 

Jane got up, walked past Andy, and came to the window. Her eyes were deep and dark. 

“Lila is too innocent. She shouldn’t be involved in the Darknet’s matters.” 

“Rheinsville is in trouble now. Let Lila go back to Stormton City first. I’ll send Red Star 
Team to help protect Lila.” 

“I’ll arrange it. My people are not to be trifled with. As you said, it’s a joke to think that a 
fifth-ranked assassin organization can stop us.” Andy immediately took out his phone 
and began to make arrangements for tomorrow. 

Tonight was destined to be a sleepless night for Jane. 

However, Jane found out who the organization behind this was. 

When Jane hacked into the other party’s server, she would be able to find the real 
reason why they were after her. 

In an organization like this, any dialogue regarding payment would be recorded. 

If Jane’s identity as Queen the Darknet was really exposed, it was impossible that there 
were no traces in SKIN’s database. 

At the same time, Johan had already gotten off the plane. 



“Johan!” 

“Johan Fowler 

The Fowlers were already waiting there when they received the news. 

Seeing Johan dragging his luggage out alone, Jack and the others quickly went up to 
Johan. 

Anna rebuked, “Why did you come out alone? Didn’t you bring a few bodyguards? 
You’re a big star. What if something goes wrong, or you’re surrounded by fans?” 

*Without revealing my schedule in advance, my fans won’t know. The company has 
also protected my personal information very well.” “I’ve been in the entertainment 
industry for so many years. I know my limits. Mom, don’t worry about me.” 

Facing his family, Johan’s eyes were as gentle as water. 

“It’s over. It’s good that you’re back.” 

Jack walked up to Johan and patted his shoulder. 

“I haven’t seen you for so many days. You’ve lost a lot of weight. Johan, you went into 
seclusion and traveled around the world to film. You must have suffered a lot.” 

“It’s okay, dad. This is the path I chose for myself. It’s the glory of my career that I have 
to achieve. No matter how much pain I have to endure, I will take it.” 

“I know when the bitter ends, the good will come. When the bitter ends and I get what I 
want, I will have the sense of accomplishment that no one else could offer.” 

Jack laughed proudly. “Haha! Well said! As expected of my son!” 

Passing by Jack and Anna, Johan looked at Aaron and Quinton. “Aaron, Quinton, long 
time no see.” 

Aaron and Quinton said in unison, “Johan!” 

At the same time, Johan did not ignore the bruises at the corners of his brothers’ eyes. 

Aaron and Quinton looked very happy that Johan had come. 

But it seemed that something had indeed happened at home. 

These two younger brothers were worried. 



Eventually, Johan’s gaze was fixed on Madelyn. 

When Madelyn saw that her chance to perform had come, she quickly said happily. 
“Johan, it’s really been a long time. I have been thinking. about you!” 
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No Way Back Chapter 302- After saying that Madelyn lowered her head ***, looking like 
the was waiting for Johan to dote on her Everyone’s eyes landed kindly on Johan and 
Madelyn Johan was about to reach out his hand and pretend to touch Madelyn’s head 
in response. And yet Johan thought of that dream. 

In Johan’s dream, Madelyn shouted “daddy, ***’ in a contrived tone And Jane’s 
memorial tablet was shattered 

For some reason, Johan’s hand froze in mid-air Johan didn’t want to touch Madelyn at 
all. 

Johan could only take his hand back. “Little ***, long time no see Madelyn immediately 
stood on the spot in embarrassment. 

Madelyn wanted to dig a ****in the ground and hide in it. Her expression changed. 

“Yes, Johan, long time no see” 

Madelyn knew that Johan had always been slightly distant from her. 

In the past, Johan had doted on Madelyn only to put on an act for his family and act like 
a big brother 

Of all the brothers, Madelyn liked Johan the most 

It wasn’t just because Johan was cold and handsome. 

Johan was in the entertainment industry and had the title of the Best Actor that Madelyn 
dreamed of 

At the same time, because Johan was indifferent toward Madelyn, Madelyn had the 
desire to win. 

Madelyn could win the hearts of her father, mother, and 6 brothers. They were all willing 
to dote on Madelyn. They did not see any flaws in Madelyn. 

Why Madelyn’s trick didn’t work on Johan? Madelyn couldn’t take the failure. She had 
flawless acting ***and dignity. 



However, after so many years, Johan had always had a grudge against Madelyn. 

Even Madelyn did not know what she had done wrong. 

Everyone was immersed in joy and did not notice anything unusual about Madelyn. 

The Fowlers pulled Johan into the car and returned home. 

In the car, Johan suppressed his strong curiosity. He did not take the initiative to ask 
about Jane. 

Johan intuitively felt that Jane’s matter had now become the Fowlers sore spot. 

When Johan returned to the Fowler house, he had basically told his family everything 
that had happened to him in the past 6 months. Johan then looked at Jack and Anna 
with a serious expression. “Dad, ***, there is a reason I ended filming so quickly and 
rushed back from Rheinsville. I want to find out what happened between Jane and the 
Fowler family!” 

As soon as Johan finished speaking, the atmosphere instantly froze. 

Aaron and Quinton knew that Johan would ask about Jane for sure. 

Aaron and Quinton just didn’t expect it to be so soon. 

At the mention of the name “Jane”. Aaron and felt an indescribable pain in their hearts 

Aaron and Quinton tried so hard to forget about Jane, but they couldn’t. 

It was like a thorn stabbed deep into their hearts. 

It hurt from time to time. 

There was no cure. 

Aaron and Quinton wanted to ignore and pretend that this scar did not exist. 

Someone would inadvertently mention it. 

And the scar would be completely torn apart. 

It was unforgettable no matter what until they ***. 

Jack and Anna did not look too good either. 

No one was more shaken than Madelyn. 



Madelyn could only lower her head and secretly clench her fists. Madelyn’s nails dug 
into the flesh of her palms, using the pain to regain her 

senses. 

Madelyn was already furious! 

Madelyn’s mind was filled with the image of Jane’s smug smile. Madelyn wished she 
could destroy Jane’s face with a sharp knife! 

Jack sighed heavily. “Son, you’ve just returned from Rheinsville. You must be 
exhausted from the long flight. Why don’t we talk about Jane tomorrow?” 

“Dad, I know that Jane has caused a huge impact on the Fowler family. But the reason 
why I came back so quickly is Jane.” 

“I met Jane in Rheinsville. At the same time, I encountered many things that I didn’t 
believe in before and can’t understand now.” 

“I have to understand what happened between Jane and the Fowler family before I can 
solve my current confusion!” 

“You met Jane in Rheinsville? She’s in Rheinsville now?” 

Even Jack and the others did not expect that. 

Rheinsville was such a huge city. There were so many people. 

Jane was actually able to meet Johan! 

“ill-fated! This must be an ill-fated relationship! What sin did our Fowler family commit? 
Why would God punish us like this!” 

Jack could not help but feel heartbroken. 

Jack felt that the Fowler family must have owed Jane her life in their previous lives. No, 
it must be something 10 thousand times crueler than a 

life 

In this life, the Fowler family was destined to be influenced by Jane. The ill-fated 
relationship was getting deeper and deeper with no way out. Anna recalled what Jane 
had said in the restaurant restroom that day Jane had no intention of saving Anna and 
Henry at all. Jane even wanted to hire someone to secretly ***Anna and Henry. 

Now that Anna heard about Jane, Anna couldn’t help but ask with concern. 



“She’s at Rheinsville, What did she say when you met her? Is she doing well?” Anna 
was still talking. 

But Anna’s heart was trembling. 

Jane hated the Fowler fam/ 

Anna, Henry Fowler, and everything here. 

At the end of the day, wasn’t it the result of Anna’s coldness and preference toward 
Madelyn back in the day? 

Jane had saved Anna and Anna’s eldest son’s lives. 

Anna returned to Stormton City and thought about it day and night. 

Anna thought about what she had done wrong to cause things to develop to this point 

In the end, Anna came to a conclusion. 

Anna was not a qualified mother. 

The entire incident forced Jane to be disheartened. Jane cut ties with the Fowler family 
and left the Fowler family. Everything that happened after that was also a consequence 
of the incident. 

It was all because of Anna! 

Anna was a ****! 

Jane wanted to ***the Fowlers. Anna could understand Jane’s feelings. 

In fact, Jane still saved the Fowlers and helped the country while enduring such 
feelings. 

Even Anna could not help but be deeply moved and proud of Jane’s ability and open-
mindedness! 

Jane was very capable! 

Jane could solve a difficult and urgent problem that even the country could not solve! 

“She’s doing well, but her hatred for the Fowler family can’t be resolved. She doesn’t 
have the Fowler family in her heart. She doesn’t care about her biological parents and 
brothers at all.” 
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No Way Back Chapter 303- Johan thought about how Jane would play happily with her 
friends in Rheinsville. 

Then, when she met Johan, Jane used all kinds of humiliation and even physical 
violence. Johan still felt a faint pain in his stomach! 

The thought of Jane hitting Johan at the hotel that day hurt Anna even more! 

Johan met Jane. It was better for Johan not to see Jane! 

Not only was Johan kicked, but Johan also couldn’t even get the answer he wanted. 

Jane was doing very well. 

Johan said it 

Jack and the others were ****prepared 

But Jack and the others were still caught off guard. 

Jack felt as if his heart had been stabbed. 

There was no blood. 

But it hurt more than any wound. 

Who knew? 

Jane messed with the Fowler family. She had caused everyone to lose their happiness. 

But Jane was having fun with her friends. 

The Fowlers originally thought that Jane would be a little homesick after severing ties 
with the Fowler family. From the looks of it, the Fowlers were overthinking. 

The Fowlers were the only ones who felt guilty. 

“I got it. I’ll tell you, Johan.” 

Jack briefly told Johan everything that had happened with Jane at that time. 

If Jack were to explain in detail, he would not be able to finish it even if Jack talked for 
10 days and 10 nights. 



Johan fell silent after hearing this. 

Johan had a premonition. 

But Johan didn’t expect it 

Johan couldn’t believe many things had happened in the past half a year. 

And Johan had never known. 

Anna quickly said, “Son, don’t blame your father. This was also my idea. You’re in 
seclusion to build your career. We can’t distract you.” Aaron said, “Johan, it’s the same 
for us. We didn’t know until we came back.” 

“I know your good intentions, but I didn’t expect it” 

It turned out that Jane had also saved the lives of Anna and Henry. 

Jane had even done something that even Eastshel could not do as a country. 

Just by looking at Jane’s appearance, Johan did not expect her to have such an ability. 

In a sense, Jane saved the Fowler family. 

There was too much information at that moment. 

Johan felt that his brain could not take it anymore. 

So many things had really happened. 

If that was the case, was the dream Johan had still the so-called Predictive Dream? 

It was impossible for the Fowlers to ***Jane. 

The Fowlers would not destroy Jane’s memorial tablet either. 

The Predictive Dream might not be the answer 

Then, it was the other possibility that Signy had mentioned. 

A dream from a parallel world? 

***it. Johan, who was unwavering in his scientific principles, actually started to believe in 
these strange and chaotic theories. It was really a 

mess. 



“I’m sorry, daddy, mommy, Johan!” 

Suddenly, Madelyn could no longer hold it in. 

As she cried, Madeelyn collapsed to the ground and covered her face. Madelyn’s tears 
fell like pearls. 

Everyone was shocked. ‘Maddie, what are you doing?” 

“I know how important Jane is to everyone. If it weren’t for me…. if it weren’t for me, 
Jane must have forgiven everyone a long time ago and would have returned to the 
Fowler family. 

“But she hates me. That’s why she kept stalling and refused to return to the Fowler 
family, to daddy and mommy! 

“For someone like me who isn’t related to the Fowler family by blood, it’s already God’s 
blessing that I can receive everyone’s love and grow up happily like a princess. 

“Daddy, mommy, I want to leave the Fowler family. I want to stay far away from here so 
that you can get Jane’s forgiveness and get her home!” Madelyn ran out of the living 
room. 

“Little Maddie’ 

“Maddie!” 

The Fowlers did not expect Madelyn to suddenly act like that. Everyone was shocked. 

Anna quickly followed, wanting to comfort Madelyn. 

Aaron and Quinton followed closely behind. 

But Madelyn directly closed the door. 

“Maddie, open the door. Don’t scare mommy!” 

“Yeah, little Maddie, we really didn’t mean that!” 

“You’re the same as Jane. You’re the Fowler family’s most important daughter. You’re 
our sister!” 

Anna and the others kept knocking on the door and shouting. 

“Mommy, Aaron, Quinton, thank you for your kindness, but I’ve made up my mind. I 
know if I don’t leave, Jane will never come back! 



“In order for happiness and laughter to return to the Fowler family, I have to leave! I 
have to leave!” 

Madelyn cried at the top of her lungs and said. 

Anna and the others were heartbroken. 

They were afraid that this would happen. 

Usually, the Fowlers didn’t even dare to mention Jane. 

The Fowlers were afraid that Madelyn would think too much because of the current 
change in the Fowler family’s attitude toward Jane. 

“Maddie, don’t be so ****. As long as I’m alive, as long as I’m here, you’ll always be my 
daughter! My daughter! 

“No one has the guts to chase you out of the Fowler family! Maddie, open the door. 
Don’t scare mommy, okay? You know that I have been in poor health recently 

“If even you want to leave me, what should I do? I don’t even have the courage to live!” 

As Anna spoke, she could not help but get excited. Anna’s eyes turned red, and tears 
flowed out. 

Then, Anna started coughing violently. 

‘Mom?” 

“Mommy!” 

Only then did Madelyn open the door. Madelyn’s face was covered in snot and tears. 
Madelyn looked at Anna with her red and swollen eyes. Anna was coughing. Madelyn 
could not help but fall into Anna’s arms. 

“Mommy, I’m sorry, I didn’t mean to make you worry. But I really feel that I’m useless in 
the Fowler family. 

“I can’t help at all. I even keep Jane away from the Fowler family because she hates 
me. I really cant find a reason to stay with the Fowler family 

“I know everyone wants Jane back. I really can’t stay any longer. 

“Jane is so much better than me. So much better. Mommy, I can’t compare to Jane. Go 
find Jane. I’m not worthy to be the Fowler family’s daughter…” 



“Enough, Maddie, stop talking! Jane has already cut ties with the Fowler family. I’ve lost 
my biological daughter. I can’t lose my only daughter!* Anna hugged Madelyn. Anna 
cried. Then, Anna pressed Madelyn’s mouth and hugged Madelyn tightly in her arms. 
Anna’s shoulders twitched, and she closed her eyes as tears flowed. 

Madelyn was also crying loudly in Anna’s arms. 

This scene was extremely moving. 

Quinton and Aaron lowered their eyes when they saw this. They could not help but feel 
a lump in their throats and were about to cry. Heavens, what did the Fowler family do 
wrong? 

It was not good at all. 

Couldn’t there be a way to be good for both Madelyn and Jane? 

Jane was Quinton and Aaron’s most important sister. 

But Madelyn was also their sister! 

Why couldn’t Jane forgive the Fowler family, return to the Fowler family, and accept 
Madelyn’s existence? 

Only Jack and Johan were in the living room. 

They listened to the cries coming from upstairs. 

They did not do anything 

Johan raised his eyebrows in surprise. “Dad, aren’t you going to take a look?” 

If it was in the past, Jack would have been heartbroken to hear Anna and Madelyn cry 
like this. Jack would have comforted Madelyn faster than anyone else. 
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No Way Back Chapter 304- “With your mother and two younger brothers there, why 
should I go over?” 

Jack pursed his lips tightly 

There was no way to say it out loud. 

They misunderstood Jane. Jane was ***and left the Fowler family. And there was the 
trending news about the “Real and Fake Princess.” 



Jack found out that Madelyn was behind all this! 

Jack did not have concrete evidence yet. 

Jack thought of the vicious heart hidden under Madelyn’s Innocent and kind face. 

Jack could not help but shiver. 

Fear of Madelyn came from the bottom of Jack’s heart. 

For so many years, how could it be that no one in the Fowler family found out about 
Madelyn’s true colors? 

Originally, Jack thought that he did not know Madelyn as well as Anna did. 

But Madelyn was at least Jack’s precious daughter. Jack raised her, doted on her, and 
watched her grow up. Jack thought he knew Madelyn. 

After knowing what Madelyn had done, Jack had complicated feelings. 

The more Jack thought about it, the more he realized one thing. 

Jack had failed as a father, 

Madelyn was the apple of the Fowler family’s eye that he had never truly understood! 

Madelyn even misunderstood and forced the Fowler family’s real biological daughter 
away! Jack was thinking about Madelyn’s true colors. 

Jack suddenly looked at Johan 

“Johan, I know you’ve never liked Maddie. You’re only being nice to Maddie because of 
us.” 

“Why do you not like Maddie?” 

Johan was slightly stunned. 

Johan did not expect Jack to ask such a question. 

Johan looked at Jack carefully. “Dad, did you discover something?” 

Jack opened his ****. 

In the end, Jack didn’t say anything about Madelyn framing Jane. 



“I don’t know. I want to know your answer.” 

In Jack’s heart, he still had a trace of hope for Madelyn, for the whole “Real and Fake 
Princess” matter that happened back in time. 

Hopefully, the people Jack sent to investigate were wrong. There was still room for a 
turnaround. 

“Dad, I didn’t want to talk about this. If I did, you would definitely scold me.” 

“It’s fine. Tell me how you feel about Maddie. No matter what you say, I won’t blame 
you,” 

Jack’s promise and Johan’s feeling that Jack’s attitude towards Madelyn had changed, 
Johan knew that Jack must have sensed something. 

After thinking for a moment, Johan still told Jack everything Johan felt about Madelyn. 

“Dad, you know I love acting the most. I can easily tell if a person is pretending” 

“When I was with Maddie and saw her smiling face, I felt that she was pretending. She 
was not sincere.” 

“Of course, most of the time, Maddie is sincere, but sometimes Maddie is just 
pretending to be the sister that everyone likes, the Fowler family’s daughter,” 

“As for the real Maddie, it has always been hidden, It has never been ***revealed so 
that we can sense it.” 

“Everyone has their own secrets. Even family members won’t tell you everything I 
understand that. But I think Maddie is hiding more than we thought.” 

Johan finally had a chance 

After all these years, Johan completely revealed his impression of Madelyn. 

If it was in the past, Johan would not say it. No matter it was to Jack, Anna, or the other 
brothers. 

The Fowlers would definitely think that Johan was crazy to suspect such an innocent 
and kind Madelyn, their sister. 

But this time was different. 

After Jack heard this, an inexplicable expression appeared on his face. 



“bad, what exactly happened? If you heard me say these words in the past, you would 
have reprimanded me already” 

Johan was now 100% certain that Jack must have discovered some of Madelyn’s 
secrets! 

“I don’t have conclusive evidence yet. Let’s wait a little longer. I’ll tell you later.” 

Jack finished speaking. 

Jack’s phone suddenly rang 

When he took out his phone, Jack saw the caller ID, and his heart skipped a beat. 

Jack almost dropped his phone on the ground. 

The caller was Blake, the right-hand man sent by Jack to investigate the “Real and Fake 
Princess” matter. ‘Dad?” 

Johan was about to step forward 

However, Jack extended his hand to indicate that there was no need. 

“I’ll take this call,” 

Jack took a deep breath and answered the call with his back facing Johan. 

“Hello? Blake, why are you calling me at this time? Have you come to a conclusion 
about the matter I asked you to investigate?” 

“Yes, Mr. Fowler. Is this a good time for a video call?” 

“After I find him and find out the truth, I don’t dare to be negligent. I have to report it to 
you as soon as possible.” 

Something bad must have happened for Blake to be this nervous and to call at this 
hour. 

In fact, Jack already had an answer in his heart. 

Jack could not help but sigh softly. “Alright, I’ll answer the video call now,” 

The video call was connected. 

Jack saw Mr. Goode kneeling and trembling behind Blake. 



Jack said coldly, “Mr. Goode, how have you been?” 

“Mr. Fowler!” 

Seeing Jack, Richard Goode was like a ***that was scared out of its wits and trembling 
in fear. 

“Don’t ***me! Don’t ***me! I know it’s my fault. It’s my fault. I shouldn’t have helped 
Maddie frame Miss Jane!” 

“Don’t ***me! Please let me live! I promise! I swear in the name of God! I won’t say 
anything!” 

What? 

Jack was already *****prepared. 

But Richard actually said it. 

That day, Madelyn was the one who planned it. 

It made the Fowlers misunderstand and slander Jane. 

Jack still found it hard to accept. 

An indescribable sadness, heartache, and guilt welled up in Jacks heart. 

How could Madelyn do that? 

Jane was the daughter of the Fowler family! 

The Fowler family had never mistreated Madelyn! 

Why did Madelyn use such despicable and shameless methods to frame Jane? 
Madelyn made Jack misunderstand Jane, and made Jane leave the Fowler family 
disheartened 

In particular, when Jack thought of that day, he felt that Madelyn’s tears and hoarse guilt 
showed no signs of acting at all 

Jack could not help but feel a chill from the bottom of his heart. 

Even Jack’s bones and blood could not resist this cold feeling. Jack was frozen to the 
bone! 

Terrified. 



This woman was really scary! 

Madelyn was kind and innocent in everyone’s eyes. 

No one saw through Madelyn’s true colors! 

Jack was still thinking too positively. Jack had never understood this daughter of his! 
Never! 

Jack was even smug, thinking that he had adopted a princess angel who had saved the 
Fowler family! 

It was nauseating! 

Jack was about to cry from his own stupidity! 
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However, Johan could vaguely hear the words “Madelyn”. 

Johan could not help but frown. 

Johan was not in a hurry to ask. 

Johan waited for Jack to end the video call 

“Mr. Fowler, when I found Richard, he looked very down and out.” 

“It doesn’t seem like he got the money and secretly fled overseas to hide his identity. 
That’s why it took so long to track him down.” 

“We were able to find him successfully thanks to the help of an informant. Richard is 
now in a small village in Meridonia. He has to work illegally. His income is not good 
either. He lived in a small, dark, and damp house.” 

Jack said coldly, “What exactly happened?” 

Richard said in a daze, “Didn’t you send people to ***me?” 

Suddenly, Jack took the blame. “I sent people to ***you? How is that possible? What 
exactly is going on? Tell me!” 

*No? Then it must be that ****, Madelyn!” 



Richard suddenly looked ferocious “I always thought that Mr. Fowler had sent someone 
to ***me. I never expected it to be Madelyn!” 

“That day, the matter was exposed. It was found out that I had framed Miss Jane. 
Madelyn secretly gave me a large sum of money and asked me to bring my family 
overseas.” 

“I followed her instructions and went to Meridonia. I planned to create a fake identity to 
start anew with my family and find a job. Who would have thought… 

“An accident happened to our smuggled ship and everyone died. I was the only one left. 
Then, someone secretly chased after me. In order to survive, I could only hide here.” 

Other than Mr. Fowler of the Fowler Corporation, Jack, no one else was capable of that! 

Back then, Richard hadn’t expected it could be Madelyn, because she was only a 
college freshman. 

Madelyn had the face of an angel and a desire to seize more love. 

But it seemed impossible for Madelyn to ***Richard’s entire family and other people. 

It was more like Jack’s doing. Jack was probably tidying loose ends and protecting the 
reputation of the Fowler family 

But it was not the case. 

Jack had no idea about this! 

Then, there was only one person who would do such a thing and get the most benefits 
out of it 

It was Madelyn! 

Richards words were hateful. 

Jack was stunned on the spot. 

So many people were ***. 

Was it Madelyn’s doing? 

Madelyn was only 18 years old! 

Madelyn was clearly such a kind girl! 



Did Madelyn actually do such a ****thing behind the Fowlers’ backs? 

Madelyn still maintained a harmless smile and snuggled up to the Fowlers every day. 

Jack thought of the possibility. 

Jack felt that his stomach was churning, and he was about to vomit. 

Madelyn was Jack’s trusted and doted daughter for so many years! 

Jack did not expect Madelyn to be so ugly and rotten on the inside despite her innocent 
appearance! 

Blake could tell that something was wrong with Jack’s expression. He said, ‘Mr. Fowler, 
what should we do with this guy now?” 

Jack did not respond for a moment. 

Jack’s face was extremely pale. 

After waiting for a while, Blake couldn’t help but say, “Mr. Fowler, please give the order.” 

Jack took a deep breath, 

Jack finally came back to his senses. “Lock him up first. Don’t let him die. He might be 
useful in the future.” 

“Yes!’ 

“Mr. Fowler! Please save me! You must avenge me! Madelyn ***a ship full of people, 
my wife, my children! She’s a demon! A demon!” 

*If you allow her to continue, one day, Madelyn will ***your entire family!” 

Jack did not want to hear Richard shouting these words again. 

Jack quickly hung up. 

The entire living room was deathly silent. 

Johan looked at Jack and did not know where to start. 

In the end, Jack punched the table hard. 

Bang! 



“Dad” 

Johan quickly went to stop Jack. “What’s wrong?” 

“***it. Why? Why did she do this?” 

Jack gritted his teeth so hard that they almost shattered. 

There were even tears of blood in Jacks eyes. 

At this moment, the pain in Jack’s fist was far inferior to Jack’s heartache! 

Jack thought about how he had met countless people and had sharp eyes for so many 
years. But Jack could not even see through a little girl Furthermore, because of the trap 
that Madelyn had personally set up, Jack misunderstood Jane time and time again, 
Jane was covered in wounds, disheartened. Jane even cut ties with the Fowler family. 

After that, Jack was still shamelessly smug in front of Jane Jack humiliated and 
slandered Jane wantonly. Jack blamed Jane for all the bad things that happened to the 
Fawler family. 

***! 

***** 

Jack had never felt that he was such an ***! 

If Jack had been more decisive back then, he would have long caught Madelyn’s flaw! 

Why did Jack have to be deceived to this extent? 

Jane had already proven her innocence. 

Clearly, Jack had already sensed that it might be Madelyn’s self-directed act. 

However, Jack favored Madelyn more in his heart. Jack only felt unfamiliar and 
distanced from his so-called biological daughter, Jane. Therefore, Jack subconsciously 
did not want to accept this fact. 

If Jack did not investigate, he would never know 

If not for Jane’s subsequent reminder and his change in attitude toward Jane, Jack 
probably wouldn 1 think about investigating the ins and outs of this matter. 

Jack said that he would do right by Jane 



In the end, what ***the Fowler family was Jack’s arrogance and indulgence! 

“Dad, calm down. Let me help you treat the wound on your hand!” 

Johan was afraid that Jack would harm himself again. 

Especially when Johan saw that Jack’s hand was already red and swollen. 

It was obvious that Jack had lost control just now and hammered too hard. 

“No need. Only this kind of pain can keep me sane. It prevents me from causing trouble 
for Madelyn!” 

Jack felt the pain in his hands. 

If it wasn’t for the pain, Jack would definitely lose control of himself! Jack had to rush up 
and question Madelyn now! 

Why did Madelyn have to disguise herself for so many years? 

Why did Madelyn frame Jane, and make the Fowlers misunderstand Jane? 

The Fowler family had never mistreated Madelyn. They had given Madelyn everything 
they had. What Madelyn got was many times more than Janel 

Why was Madelyn still not satisfied? In the end, it was the Fowler family who was 
tricked like an ***! 

How could Madelyn still act like a victim and cry, saying that she was leaving the Fowler 
family in exchange for Jane? 

Jack really didn’t expect it at all. Jack couldn’t tell at all that Madelyn was pretending. 

Those tears were fake. Then how much of the time Madelyn spent with them was real? 

“Dad? What happened? Why did you become like this after that phone call? Is it about 
Maddie?” 

Jack was speechless. 

Jack sorted out his thoughts. 

Jack controlled the anger and guilt in his heart. 

Then, Jack gritted his teeth and told Johan what Madelyn had done back then. 
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struck Johan’s head. 

Johan was in a deadlock 

Johan did not come back to his senses for a long time. 

Johan knew that Madelyn was pretending Out of instinct, Johan did not want to get 
involved with Madelyn too much. 

But Johan would never have thought what really happened Madelyn was an 18-year-old 
girl who had just entered university. She was loved and educated by the Fowler family 
But Madelyn actually had such a vicious heart! adelyn hired someone to ****! 

Madelyn framed Janel And that was only what Jack found out from the investigation. 

The rest was unknown to them. 

How many more things were Madelyn hiding from them? 

It took Johan a long time to sort out his emotions. He swallowed a mouthful of saliva 
with difficulty “Then, dad, should we tell ***and the others about this?” 

“Ever since Jane saved them, your mother has been in a bad mood. She feels 
extremely quilty about Jane. Actually, it’s not just your mother. Your big brother Henry 
and the rest of us are all the same.” 

“Saving your mother and Henry is equivalent to saving the entire Fowler family. Now 
that I know what Madelyn did back then and my *** actions when I was kept in the dark, 
I feel like my heart is being cut out’ 

“When I see Jane again, I really don’t how to face her Guilt is almost drowning me. If 
your mother finds out, given her poor ***state, she will go crazy!” 

‘Don’t tell Anna about this for the time being!” 

“But ***loves Madelyn so much now. If Madelyn wants to use ***…” 

*Then I’ll make her regret living in this world!” 

Before Johan could finish, Jack interrupted him. 

The viciousness and ***intent poured out from Jack’s entire body like a tide. 



Johan had never seen Jack like this before. Johan was instantly stunned. 

Only then did Johan suddenly remember something. At home, Jack had always looked 
like an amiable father. 

However, in the business world, Jack led the Fowler Corporation to overcome all 
obstacles. One step at a time, Jack had defeated countless strong forces to reach the 
glorious position of Stormton City today! 

At the same time, amidst Jack’s ***intent, there was disappointment towards Madelyn, 
protection for Jack’s beloved wife, and quilt toward Jane! 

“I understand, dad. For the sake of ***health, we can’t tell her about Madelyn for the 
time being” 

“But the other brothers?” 

“Call Aaron and Quinton down later. Remember, tell them not to alarm Anna and 
Madelyn!” 

Now, when Jack mentioned Madelyn’s name, he was filled with anger. 

Jack did not want to call her Maddie because it felt too intimate. 

Jack would rather die than call Madelyn a Fowler! 

Such a vicious woman was not worthy of the surname Fowler! 

However, the little princess who shared the Fowler family’s bloodline and should be 
loved by them the most had already been forced away by their ***actions Jane cut ties 
with the Fowler family and had nothing to do with the Fowlers anymore! 

At the thought of this, Jack felt his heart begin to throb again. It hurt! 

“I got it.” 

Johan didn’t want anything to go wrong. 

Johan took action personally. 

Johan went upstairs to call Quinton and Aaron. 

Coincidently, Madelyn was tired from crying in Anna’s arms and fell asleep. 

Anna was by Madelyn’s side. When Anna saw Johan coming over, she gestured for him 
to keep quiet. 



“Tell your father that I’ll sleep here with Maddie tonight and wont go back to my room.” 

Johan was speechless. 

Johan looked at Madelyn, who was on the bed with tears on her face. Madelyn was so 
tired from crying that her eyes were tightly shut Madelyn’s eyelashes were battering, 
and her shoulders were twitching Madelyn looked like a seriously injured little fox. 

Johan thought about what Jack had found out about Madelyn. 

Johan felt a strong sense of nausea 

Johan almost couldn’t help but retch. 

Fortunately, Johan managed to suppress this feeling in time. 

“What’s wrong. Johan?” 

Quinton and Aaron were Johan’s brothers, and they grew up together. Quinton and 
Aaron noticed the abnormality in Johan 

‘Dad is waiting for you. Let’s go down and talk.” 

“***, take good care of Maddie here. You don’t have to worry about anything else” 

“Yeah.” 

Currently, Anna was completely focused on the painful Madelyn. Anna did not notice 
Johan’s unnaturalness. 

Looking at Madelyn who was still sobbing subconsciously while sleeping, Anna could 
not help but secretly sigh 

What a sin! What a sin 

Anna regretted looking for Jane in the first place. 

Things would be different. 

If Anna didn’t go find Jane. Madelyn would still be fine. 

The Fowler family would still be fine. 

Jane 

Jane would also be fine. 



Back then, an idea of Anna’s caused so much pain and harm. 

Anna was a sinner! 

Quinton and Aaron quietly followed behind Johan. 

They arrived in the living room. 

They saw Jack smoke, which was rare. 

Jack puffed out smoke. 

Jack’s face was shrouded in smoke. 

However, it was not difficult to see the gloomy expression of Jack 

Seeing this scene, Aaron and Quinton’s hearts skipped a beat. 

They intuitively felt something. 

Something big had happened while they were not here. 

Aaron was the first to speak “Dad, Johan, we’re already here. Can you tell us what 
happened?” “Dad” 

“Go ahead, Johan. I don’t want to talk about Madelyn Fowler right now! 

Before Johan could finish, Jack interrupted him. 

Aaron and Quinton did not say a thing 

They wondered if they heard Jack wrong just now. 

In the past, Jack doted on Madelyn so much that Madelyn was a little princess. Jack 
couldn’t wait to pluck the stars and moon and give them to Madelyn as gifts. 

Now, Jack actually said Madelyn’s full name in such a cold tone 

Johan could only sigh 

Johan told Aaron and Quinton about Madelyn. 

The latters expression was exactly the same as Johan’s a while ago. 

Aaron and Quinton were incomparably shocked. 



They couldn’t believe if at all. 

A ***later, Quinton reacted and said anxiously, “Dad, could there be a 
misunderstanding? Little Maddle…” 

“She’s not like that, right?” 

Jack suddenly continued Quinton’s sentence 

Jack’s eyes wore as red as the blood moon, emitting an icy coldness, 

Even Quinton was shocked by Jack’s look. 

For a ***, Quinton did not dare to continue 

“Thope it’s fake more than anyone else! Because before I know the truth, I don’t think 
Madelyn is such a person either! 

“But I was wrong! I was so wrong! When I misunderstood Jane that day, I already 
guessed that it might have been Madelyn who did it. Because by doing this, Madelyn 
would benefit the most! 

“But I was blinded by Madelyn’s tears and her weak posture. My favoritism towards 
Madelyn, as well as my distance from Jane, caused me to be like an ***. I only found 
out the truth after more than half a year! 

“Jane was right! I’m an ********** person. I always use some groundless logic to bind 
others, but I cant do anything myself I’m the most *****clown!” 

Jack became more and more excited as he spoke. 

In the end, Jack even choked on the smoke, 

Jack coughed like crazy. 

Tears were streaming down Jack’s face. 

“Dad! Calm down, don’t be agitated!” 
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“Dad… the whole thing… I think little Maddie must have her reasons’ 

Aaron still didn’t have the heart to think that way. 



He did not want to… and was afraid to accept that Madelyn set up what ****Jane away 
that day! 

After that, she even pretended to be innocent! 

Where would Aaron’s years of love and trust in his “only” sister go if that were the case? 

She looked innocent and happy in front of them. Could it be that she was pretending all 
the time? 

“What reasons? At most, she was afraid that Jane would return to the Fowler family as 
***and Dad’s biological daughter, our biological sister, and that we’d dote on Jane and 
neglect her in an attempt to make up for 19 years of missing affection!” 

Quinton was not as gentle and emotional and nostalgic as Aaron, 

When they thought about how Jane had left the Fowler family because of a 
misunderstanding caused by Madelyn, the one they trusted most, the trust they once 
had in Madelyn was now like a sharp knife stabbing into their hearts. 

The betrayal from the trust was the most unbearable and fatal injury for the Fowlers! 
Quinton would never forgive! 

Aaron could not help but fall silent. 

This was the first time he had seen Quinton so angry 

It was like a ferocious beast lying dormant in the night, wanting to tear its prey apart 

As the two brothers who had the best relationship, Aaron knew that… now that it could 
make Quinton, who had always been calm, look like this, Quinton would never forgive 
Madelyn no matter what reasons Madelyn had 

Actually… 

Even if the person Madelyn hurt was Jane, saving Aaron’s first crush 

Aaron still felt that… 

Madelyn must have had her reasons for doing so. 

“There’s no need to be like this… Well, after Jane returned to the Fowler family 

have given her because I was like a stranger to Jane and worried about Madelyn’s 
feelings. 



a father, I never gave Jane the warmth that a father should “I gave it all to Madelyn 

“Because 1 was worried about Madelyn’s feelings, I got angry and misunderstood Jane. 
I asked Jane to get down on her knees and apologize. *Jane clearly proved her 
innocence, and she just wanted to resolve the matter. That’s why Jane chose to leave in 
disappointment She wont forgive the Fowler family, right? 

“Jane should be extremely disappointed in me as a father and this family. I actually 
didn’t see it… Why didn’t I?” 

Jack clenched his fists tightly. 

His nails dug into the flesh of his palm. 

That kind of pain could not compare to the guilt and heartache he felt for Janel 

No one could empathize with Jack’s sorrowful mood more than him! 

Because on that day… No! it wasn’t just that day! 

And everything that happened after Jane returned to the Fowler family, as well as 
everything that happened after Jane broke ties with the Fowler family! 

It was all because of Jack that the relationship between the father and daughter had 
reached this point where they couldn’t stand each other! For a malevolent adopted 
daughter whom he should have seen the true colors of, and was still played around by 

“Dad… don’t be like this. It’s going to make everyone feel bad” 

“We didn’t know that little Maddie… Madelyn is such a person. This isn’t your fault 
alone.* 

Aaron quickly comforted him. 

“What should we do now? We know Madelyn’s true colors. Should we tell ***…” 

“No, she has been too sad recently because of Jane. We can’t let her know, at least not 
so soon. 

“Looking at how ***cared for Madelyn, she would go crazy if she knew what Madelyn 
had done” 

Quinton denied this claim. 

“But after knowing Madelyn’s true colors, I feel disgusted staying with her. I’m afraid 
***will notice something.. “Moreover, Henry and others still don’t know Madelyn’s true 



colors. Dad, should we inform Henry and others in advance?” When Johan mentioned 
the word “Madelyn”, he felt a physiological discomfort 

Johan acted because it was her job. It was fake. It was purely filming. 

But Madelyn’s acting really hurt the Fowler family and Janel Madelyn took advantage of 
their love and sympathy for her! 

They Il come back during Christmas. It won’t be too late to tell them privately then, 

“They’re still busy with Fowler Corporation’s overseas business in Eastshel. Let’s not 
distract them for the time being. 

“Johan, Aaron, Quinton, since the three of you are at Fowler family, remember to keep 
an eye on Madelyn. Don’t let her see anything wrong. “Once Madelyn does anything 
strange, tell me immediately. If she still dares to do anything in secret, even if I have to 
let Anna down, I will make this restless danger factor disappear completely from the 
Fowler family!” 

There was ***intent in Jack’s eyes. 

This time, Jack was really angry! He meant it! 

Just as Quinton thought. 

The betrayal from approved [family] was the most unforgivable! 

Especially when this kind of [betrayal] made them lose another more important family 
member! 

“Okay!” 

Jane still did not know how much had happened to the Fowler family today. 

After spending an entire night, the software was still automatically checking the 
database of the SKIN Assassin Organization. 

After all, the database was too huge, and there were more and more strict levels of 
authority. 

Even if Jane was Queen, the Darknet’s number one hacker, it was impossible to find out 
who wanted to ***her in a short period of time 

Jane was absorbed. Her fingertips danced back and forth on the keyboard and mouse. 
Her hand speed was so fast that it almost turned into an afterimage. 



Finally! 

Jane’s eyes caught a key piece of information! 

She immediately injected the virus and began to attack the sixth level SKIN Assassin 
Organization database! 

Soon, Jane found the recording that she wanted! 

“Morse code modified by SKIN itself, the mission that was written, the buyer’s recording 
data…” 

“Based on password matches interpreted by the software, this message was the best 
match, with a 75% chance of…” 

As Jane spoke, she stretched her muscles and moved the mouse to click on the 
recording data. 

A familiar voice entered her ears. 

“***Jane Fowler, I don’t care how much it costs. I want Jane Fowler to die! I want 
revenge for my children!” 

Jane narrowed her eyes, exuding a dangerous aura. 

This voice… Jane would never forget it! 

Diane Croft! 

She didn’t expect it to be her! 

She contacted SKIN, the assassin organization to ***Jane! 

According to the cipher-deciphering column, SKIN Organization had a lot of business 
recently, and it was only at the stage of receiving a commission from Diane to 
investigate Jane. 

If they saw no risk in ***Jane, they would enter the transaction amount and do the rest 
of the work. 

Well… 

Jane could not help but smile coldly 

Jane was not surprised that Diane, a member of the Croft family, was able to contact 
the Darknet’s Fifth Assassin Organization. 



However, Diane never imagined that…. 

Jane was the Darknets number one hacker! 

If the assassins of the Darknet wanted to take Jane’s life… they were far from qualified! 

Fortunately the reason they came after Jane was not because they knew her true 
identity. It was purely because of the commission. 

A plan was born in Jane’s heart. 

Jane called Andy 
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“Every thing is done. Lila receive the news soon” 

“You on the other hand did you find anything?” 

“Yes, I’ve already found out. It was Diane Croft who hired the SKIN Organization to 
***me. They’re still investigating now. 

“What did you say?” 

Andy could not help but click his tongue. 

Logically speaking, even if it was SKIN, the Darknet’s fifth-ranked assassin organization 

With Jane’s strength, it would take her a couple of days to run the server down and find 
out anything 

Andy was just asking casually 

Unexpectedly… 

She really found out! 

It seemed that Andy had to update his understanding of Jane’s strengths. 

This girl was still so young and talented. As time passed, her strength six months ago 
and six months later was no longer comparable Jane had also unknowingly grown 
crazily! 

“Fortunately, it took less of my time. Andy, Esten to me…” 



Jane explained her plan to Andy. 

“I got it, Janie. If that’s what you want, I’m a hundred percent with you.” 

“Okay, Andy, I feel much more at ease with your words.” 

After hanging up, Jane sent another message to Hugh. 

She looked at the good night message with a smiling emoji that ended last night. 

Jane tapped the screen with her fingertip and typed a sentence. 

Jane said, [Hugh, I want to ***someone. Do you agree?] 

After a while. 

Hugh replied with an emoji of a kitchen knife, [***who?] 

Puff 

Jane had known knew that Hugh was a ruthless tyrant who controlled life and death 

He only seemed very gentle in front of Jane Fowler, like a normal person. 

But when she saw this guy sent an emoji of a kitchen knife when they were talking 
about ***someone on WeChat, she was really speechless. 

[As for your people from the Croft family, don’t worry. I won’t ***the innocent. She’s just 
blind and provoked me.] 

(Since she’s my prey, Hugh, you don’t have to interfere in this matter. I’ll deal with it.] 

Hugh narrowed his eyes on the other end of the phone screen, exuding a dangerous 
aura. 

Croft family, again… 

Damn it! 

They dared to provoke Janie… 

Right now, Hugh wanted nothing more than to personally hack that guy who dared to 
provoke Jane into a thousand pieces 

I really want to help you solve it, but I will respect your choice, Janie ] 



150. tell me her name sol know who it is] 

Your aunt, Diane Croft | 

It was her 

Hugh’s lips twitched slightly, revealing a bloodthirsty and dangerous aura 

Hugh had really been too kind to them all these years. 

Because of the last bit of kinship he had, they pushed their luck again and again. 

It was not enough that they had stripped the second branch of their last hope 

They even dared to reach out to the woman he loved the most 

Janie, to be honest. I really want Diane Croft to disappear from this world right now 

(Including the Jason family’] 

Hugh had never wanted a group of people to completely disappear from this world as 
much as he did now 

Hugh knew that after Diane married Raymond, she secretly used an unknown amount 
of the Croft family’s power to help her family 

After so many years, the Jason family became more and more like a villain. After being 
beaten up for a while and a few of the leaders were **by Hugh, they became much 
more obedient. 

Therefore, Diane also bore a grudge against Hugh. 

Hugh spared her life on account of her identity as his aunt. 

If someone else abused the Croft family’s power like this, they would have long been 
burned to ashes by Hugh. 

She was the one who did not know what she was doing! 

Don’t blame Hugh for being heartless! 

[As for the Jason family, it’s up to you. Anyway, the only person I want to kis Diane 
Craft] 

[Anyway, Hugh, don’t interfere with my prey. You can do whatever you want with the 
rest] 



[Okay] 

At this moment, Diane was still in the hospital taking care of Luna who was still 
unconscious. 

She had no idea that her time of death had come 

A catastrophe was imminent! 

After chatting with Jane, Hugh turned around and made a call. 

“Shadow Master, what can I do for you?” 

“Pass down the order, Wait for Diane to disappear from this world. 

“As soon as you get the news, , you get rid of the Jason family fellows who are up to no 
good, and as for the innocent… Leave them alone.” 

“Got it!” 

It was three o’clock in the afternoon. 

Jane and Andy arrived at the airport with Lila. 

“Fuck Why is there a problem with my graduation thesis? Wasn’t it fine before? What 
should I do!” 

Lila was very anxious. 

She still planned to have fun with Andy and Jane in Rheinsville for a few days. 

In the end! 

When Lila woke up in the moming, she was called back by her mentor! 

He said that there was a problem with her graduation thesis and that Lila needed to 
rush back to school to edit it! 

Oh god! 

“Then go back and study hard. Focus on your study. You don’t have to worry about us.” 

“Anyway, after solving your thesis, we’ll have a lot of time to play together in the future.” 

“Boohoo… If only I was one tenth as smart as Janie. Why am i so ***a? it must be my 
family’s genes that are wrong 



Under Jane’s repeated comforting, Lila finally got on the plane with snot and tears. 

“I’ve already arranged for people to protect Lila. She won’t notice anything unusual 
when she returns to Stormton City.” 

“Fortunately, the other party only came to find trouble with you because of Diane’s 
request. It’s not because your identity as Queen of the Darknet has been exposed” 

“Adhering to the style of the Darknet’s assassin organization that it’s better to avoid 
trouble and their arrogance, they won’t attack the people around you,” 

“Just to be on the safe side, make all the preparations.” 

“Thank you, Andy. With your people protecting Lila, I’m very relieved 

Andy pouted unhappily. “What are you standing on ceremony with me? Really, why are 
we still talking about this between us… Forget it. You said it every time. I’m tired of 
telling you not to. Next…. Are you going there?” 

Jane said calmly, “Yeah… Since you want to find someone to work with, you should at 
least give them a greeting gift, right?” 

Andy was silent for a moment before saying, “… Actually, with the friendship between 
you, me, and him, it’s not that troublesome. Just say the word and he will help you 

“Andy, you know that I rejected him before, so I don’t want to get too involved in matters 
that concem my interests with him. I don’t want to give him unnecessary hope.” 

“I believe in his style of doing things. That’s why I chose to use this plan,” 
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After saying that, Andy had the urge to cry and whimpered a few times. 

*… What are you doing?” 

“I knew something was wrong when I saw the way Hugh looked at you. Boohoo, Janie, 
you turned me down because of that ***. I still can’t figure it out. Janie, you have such a 
tacit understanding with me. How am I inferior to that guy?” 

Andy was very envious and jealous when he thought about how Hugh had beaten him 
and won the beauty over. 



He shouted deep down, “I was clearly the first one. I was the one who met Janie and 
liked Janie first.” 

Why did that guy catch up with him and beat him? 

Was the guy out of nowhere that awesome? Even the boy wh 

had grown up with her couldn’t beat him? 

In terms of looks, ability, and power, Andy was not inferior to Hugh. He even knew Janie 
earlier than Hugh! 

Because Andy and Jane were too dazzling. 

He had blond hair, a sickly vampire knight complexion, and was 6 feet 3 inches tall. He 
was better looking than most men. 

She was a beautiful girl with long hair, and her fair skin was like that of a newborn baby. 
With hands in her pockets, she was cool, gorgeous, and spunky. 

Also, Andy would occasionally say things like “How am I inferior to that guy” and 
“Reason for rejecting me”…. 

As a result, many people had already secretly been paying attention to it. They did not 
mind watching the commotion. 

There were all kinds of comments. 

It made Jane look like a debauched woman who rejected handsome men after flirting 
with them. 

Jane was very speechless about it. 

“…It’s fate, perhaps?” 

Jane said uncertainly, 

For some reason, she fell in love with Hugh. 

She had rejected so many men before and was the kind with a heart of stone. 

In terms of similarities, Jane and Hugh did have something in common, and 

ΠΟΥ 

a little 



She felt relaxed and happy with Andy, but she felt much more passionate with Hugh. 
Maybe… 

That was the reason, 

Love was love. 

Friendship was friendship. 

They could not be fused together. 

She could not forcefully treat “friendship” as “love”. 

This was unfair to Jane and even more unfair to Andy. 

“Alright, alright. I’ll make it clear first. Janie, if that ***dares to ****you, you must tell me! 
Break up with him immediately, fll help you ***that ***even if I have to risk my life!” 

Andy clenched his fists. His blue eyes were burning with flames, and even his sickly 
pale skin became a little brighter. 

“I’ll remember your promise. Thank you, my knight.” 

Night fell. 

It was in a dilapidated motel. 

The man was 6 feet tall and weighed 170 pounds. He was wearing a thick down jacket 
and a hat. His head was lowered. 

With his hands in his pockets, he looked up from time to time with a sharp glint in his 
eyes 

It was like a sword sheathed in a sheath that could ***without leaving a trace. 

In the dark and narrow passage, the man slowly went up to the third floor. 

He arrived at the door of Room 305. 

After making sure that there was no sign of a break-in, the man took out a key and 
opened the door 

He checked several concealed wirings in the room and the security cameras, and there 
was nothing wrong. 

Today was also a quiet day. 



Placing his backpack on the bed, the man went to the small balcony and lit a cigarette. 

After following Jane for so long, he found that Jane’s life was very simple. 

Other than eating, drinking, and having fun all day, she did nothing else. 

She was just like a simple university student who did not have to worry about food and 
clothing and was on vacation. 

However, the Croft family’s people were willing to pay such a large sum of money for 
Jane’s life. 

If he could get rid of Jane so easily and earn a large sum of money for the organization, 
it would not be bad. 

However, was this world champion really as simple as she looked? 

Especially Andy, the first class lawyer who had been playing with Jane in the past few 
days. 

Even the boss of SKIN did not dare to offend this person. 

But Jane was able to be on good terms with such a person. 

The man felt that Jane was not as simple as she seemed 

The man finished smoking his cigarette and wanted to report today’s investigation report 
through the password of the SKIN Organization 

At this moment, a cold dagger was already at the back of the man’s neck. 

The moment he felt that touch, the man’s heart skipped a beat. 

No way… 

He clearly had checked everything so carefully. 

How did this person sneak into this room? 

Most importantly, he had also avoided so many concealed wirings set up by the man. 

And not a trace was left behind. 

A drop of cold sweat fell from the man’s forehead. 

Even his Adam’s apple moved as he swallowed a ***of saliva. 



He knew that today might be the day he died. 

He had met an expert! 

Most importantly…. 

Did Jane send him over? 

Or was it SKIN’s enemy who came to **him because the man’s identity was exposed? 

The man was about to glance at the person behind him. 

He racked his brains trying to find a way out. 

“Don’t even think about turning around” 

Jane used a voice changer. 

She ordered coldly 

The next second, the man felt that he could not move at all. 

Needless to say, Jane must have done something to the man just now. 

Immediately after, the man was dragged into the room from the small balcony. 

Jane raised her hand and slashed down. 

She easily broke the man’s tendons. 

That was because Jane’s technique was too exquisite and fast. 

The man did not even feel any pain. 

Blood spurted out from the wound. 

He could only widen his eyes and pant heavily with sweat all over his head 

He looked at Jane, who was wearing a silver crescent mask, as if he was looking at 
Devil. 

This time, the man’s limbs were crippled. 

He couldn’t even trample ants 

He could only be tied to the rack of ***and wait for the judgment of his fate. 



Such a godly concealment technique. 

Coupled with such techniques. 

“Who… who exactly are you?” 

“Even if I die, I hope you can let me die in peace!” 

The man trembled as he asked with all his might 

At the very least, he had to leave behind some information… 

“Don’t even think about it. I’ve completely removed the fifteen hidden microphones you 
planted in the room. Even if you want to leave information about my identity for the 
people of SKIN and let them avenge you, it’s still a dream.” 

All fifteen hidden microphones had been removed? 

The man’s heart pounded wildly. 

Even if it was the man himself who barged into this place, it was also impossible for him 
to find all 15 hidden microphones! 

Unless he could use some super high-tech detector! 

“And… dead people don’t deserve to know my name.” 

She kept the man alive only because Jane might ask him something else later 

As for the rest… 

Except for this ***, there was no more information that Jane wanted. 

Jane took out a medicine bottle from her pocket. 

When he saw the medicine bottle, the man seemed to have thought of something. 

However, he was so weak that he could not even bite his tongue to commit suicide. 

He was forced to swallow the pill by Jane. 

The medicinal effect spread the man’s blood vessels, disintegrated, and circulated 
throughout his body. 

Gradually, the man felt his consciousness dissipate and he lost himself. 



His pupils kept rolling up and turning white. 

“In this business, you have to be aware of the revenge of your enemies. 

“Not to mention… as long as you get money, regardless of good or evil, countless 
innocent lives have been taken away by your organization.” 

“An organization as greedy as SKIN should completely disappear from the Darknet. As 
for you… no matter who you fall into, you can’t blame anyone!” 

Jane’s cold voice was like a frost demon walking in the forest at night. 

She had issued a final death warrant. 
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pills, Jane asked him how he was in touch with SKIN and all the details She found an 
ancient cell phone in the man’s backpack. 

Using hacking techniques, she implanted the virus on the SKIN Organization’s side of 
the network 

When everything was done, Jane called Andy. 

“It’s all settled. Help me get rid of him. I’ll leave now.” 

“Okay.” 

The next day 

Jane had prepared a “gift”, 

She logged into the Darknet. 

She clicked on someone’s homepage and left a message [Give me an address, Rain. I 
want to talk to you.] 

After a while The other party replied [Should I go to your place, or are you coming to 
mine?] 

[I’m going to your place. There are some things I want to tell you at your organizational 
base] 

[Oh, right. I’ll go with D1) 



Di was the pseudonym used by Andy as an intermediary in the Darknet 

Only that ****Henry, who thought the most dangerous place was the safest place, dared 
to be so carefree as to use the code name “H.F No one else dared to be sa neurotic as 
to expose his sock puppet. 

If he was not careful, his entire family would die. 

[Okay, I’ll give you the address.] 

it’s been a long time… I havent contacted you and Dr. How are you these days?] 

[I’m fine. Don’t worry about me.] 

We’ll talk about the rest when we meet.] 

[Ckay’] 

The communication was completed 

Jane was still thinking about her encounter with Rain and Andy 

Previously, there were only a few contacts of Jane on the Darknet. 

They were Andy, Rain, and F.S. 

Rain was the first to see Jane’s real face. 

He was also the youngest of the three. 

He was even younger than Jane 

At the time, Jane worked with Rain in order to invade a cult and save women and 
children who had been ***. 

Rain… was the boss of Ruthless, the third assassin organization on the Darknet. 

He was also from an ancient assassin family in Wetanean. 

He had been instilled with inhumane education since he was young and had passed 
countless trials and tribulations 

He even had to kill his closest friends and brothers, break through the law of the jungle, 
and become the only person who survived. And now Rain had become the leader of 
Ruthless.. 



Very few people knew that he was just an 18-year-old teenager who had just reached 
adulthood. 

If he was born into an ordinary family, he might have just gotten into university and 
started to live a plain, happy, and exciting life. 

And he wouldn’t turn into an emotionless killing machine. 

When Jane met Rain, he was only thirteen years old. 

However, he had strength, aura, and heights that ordinary killers could not reach. 

Rain, on the other hand, helped Jane with a simple request. 

Rain needed Jane to help him regain his emotions. 

He had killed his own brothers and his most important friend. In order to survive, he 
could use anything! 

Only he himself and his ability could be trusted! 

This was the creed that his family had taught Rain since he was young 

Rain had already been ***by his family. 

Thank goodness 

In that ***and dark family, Rain’s mother, on the surface, was obedient to the family, but 
secretly, she still gave Rain warmth 

As a result, the little humanity Rain had left was not destroyed. 

It told him that he shouldn’t live like this. 

Until 

Rains mother was killed for being involved in the family’s internal strife. 

Rain was completely enraged. 

His mother’s last words told Rain that he had to have another life. 

If he wanted to live like this, he had to destroy this family. 

Rain then feigned obedience to his family, attended missions, and honed his fangs. 



He secretly planted his forces on the Darknet, recruited talents, and established 
Ruthless, which had become the third largest assassin organization on the Darknet. 

This was an existence that even the family behind Rain could not reach 

And so 

He destroyed his family! 

Rain was only 15 years old then. 

In terms of combat instincts and killing ability, no one was more talented than Rain! 

If Rain’s mother hadn’t successfully retrieved his emotions as a human and he had 
revived after destroying her family to be honest, Jane was afraid of dealing with such a 
person 

He was too terrifying! 

When Andy came to look for Jane. Rain’s address had already been sent over 

Jane took a look at Andy 

Andy touched his chin and said, “Eastshel… This country somehow has a connection 
with you” 

“I don’t care. Let’s settle this quickly and return to our country. It’s freezing in Eastshel at 
this time. I dont want to stay there for too long 

Although Jane had a strong tolerance, she wasn’t that idle that she would run to a place 
with snow and the temperature was minus 70 F and freeze to death. 

Andy was speechless. 

Never mind. 

Andy didn’t want to say anything else. It reminded Jane of the Fowler family. 

Now, Jane’s happiness did not need to be tainted by the Fowler family! 

Soon 

Andy and Jane had their tickets done. 

They rushed to Eastshel 



They arrived at the address Rain had given them, 

In a remote suburb of Mylla where there were only a few people. 

Especially now that it was cold and snowing 

The place was uninhabited 

After the coordinates were aligned, Jane sent a message [Rain, I’m here] 

The next second. 

Crack! 

There seemed to be the sound of a mechanism being activated. 

The entire ground shook 

Jane shielded Andy behind her and retreated warly 

She saw snow in front of her 

There was a bump 

She melted the snow 

A door was revealed. 

The door was broken and opened automatically. 

Rain’s voice came from below. 

*Come in,” 

Jane and Andy looked at each other 

They were used to this scene. 

They went together. 

They went down a flight of stairs and came to an elevator. 

Jane and Andy pressed the 10th floor The elevator descended rapidly When the 
elevator door opened… 

“Queen, DI, long time no see!” 



A man wearing a white sweater revealed his canine teeth and happily pounced on Jan 

He was 5 feet 4 inches tall and had slightly curly white 

hair. His entire body was so white that it seemed to be glowing. He wore slippers and 
made loud sounds when he ran. 

 


